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Mexican Pin Tucks (Wave tucks) 
1. Sewing successful wave tucks begins with accurate marking of the fabric. First, it’s important to 

test your selected marking pen, pencil or chalk on your fabric.  
2. Place the fabric right side up on a flat surface. 
3. With a marking tool and ruler, mark lines for the fabric tucks. We marked the lines for our tucks 

1″ apart, and 1″ apart from each other. In other words, we drew a line every 1″. 

  
4. Pinch and fold the fabric together so each set of tuck lines match up. Place pins in the folds to 

hold in place. 
5. I used my ¼” foot with guide, and ran the folded edge of the pintuck along the guide on the foot. 
6. Repeat for all marked lines.     
7. Set up your sewing machine for a straight stitch. 

NOTE: As you sew, be careful of any previously sewn tucks (especially if your tucks are close 
together). You don’t want to catch the fold of a previous tuck in the seamline of a new tuck. Always 
fold the tucks away from the needle as you sew. 

8. Once all the pleats are sewn, lay the fabric on a flat surface again. It should be right side up with 
the sewn tucks parallel to you.  Press. 

9. With a fabric marking pen or pencil and a ruler, mark lines perpendicular (or intersecting) to the 
tucks. These are the wave lines. We spaced our waves 1.5” apart.  
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NOTE: You can mark the lines with the folds all laying in one direction. Or, you can flip the folds 
back and forth and mark alternating lines in the same manner you will be sewing. We find 
alternate marking helpful so the marked line is always visible with the direction you are stitching 
the wave.  

10. Along the first drawn line, place pins in each tuck to hold the fabric flat. Make sure to place 
the pins in the direction you will sew. It’s easier to sew over the tucks with the folded edge lying 
toward you at the machine. 

11. Along the second drawn line, place pins in each tuck in the opposite direction to the first line. 

 
12. Continue in this manner the length of the fabric. 
13. Sew along each drawn line in the direction of the pins. Remember to remove the pins are you go; 

never sew over pins with your machine, you can cause serious damage. 
 

14. Yippee! You just made wave tucks! Pretty, huh?! 

 

Varying the distance between the original pintucks and the distance between the  second set of drawn 
lines will give you very different finishes.  Experiment and have fun! 
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Bridging Plate Comes in a set (2.5 and 5.00mm)  

 

BLSA-FP  -  Solaris 

BLDY-FP  - All other Babylock models 

The Babylock bridging plates keep two pieces of fabric (or ribbon and trim) separated at an 

equal distance.  The bridging technique also known as fagoting, or Spanish hemstitching is 

most commonly used in heirloom sewing.  

Use an open toe foot or N Foot.  Select a stitch that has an open design that the needle 
repeatedly swings side to side, ensuring that the fabric is caught on both the left and right 

side. 

 

Wing Needle  (available in two sizes, 100 and 120)  

 

A wing needle literally punches a hole into your fabric while the sewing machine 
stitches around the piercing. Most machines have a category of stitches designed 
to be stitched with this wing needle.   

   


